VEND PACK - VENDING GEAR

Gloves - Boxed

Gloves - Hang Tags

Garments - Packaged

Vending Gear options are available for
our gloves, glasses, and garments.
Gloves are rolled, boxed, poly-bagged,
and also available with hang tags.
Glasses are poly-bagged or boxed.
Garments are individually packaged.
Glove styles with “VP” incorporated
into the style number are individually
rolled and shrinkwrapped. Our
Product Listing and
Price Lists do reflect
“pair” and “each”
unit of measure
which are potentially
vending machine
ready. Contact your
Sales Team for a
complete listing of
our Vending Gear.

Glasses - Polybag

Gloves - Rolled

Gloves - Polybag

www.mcrsafety.com

VEND PACK - VENDING GEAR
Vending management of safety gear is spreading throughout
our industry and across the nation. Vending programs
provide opportunities to reduce costs associated with tool
crib management. Companies are able to maintain usage
records, regulate quantities dispensed, and control access to
employees. Vending Gear options are available for our
gloves, glasses, and garments.
Gloves are rolled, boxed, poly-bagged, and also available
with hang tags. Glove styles with “VP” incorporated into the
style number are individually rolled and shrink-wrapped.
Other gloves that are also suitable for vending machines
include gear with point of purchase tags, dispenser boxes,
and poly-bagged.

Our vending options for glasses include individual polybags and bulk packaged within each case. Magnifiers are
available individually boxed. Goggles are available in
either individual boxes or poly-bags. Several accessories
are also vending machine friendly.
Our recently redesigned vest packaging provides vending
friendly options. All rain gear and other garments are
individually packaged but subject to vending machine
capacity limitations.
Our Product Listing and Price Lists do reflect “pair” and
“each” unit of measure which are potentially vending
machine ready. Contact your Sales Team for a complete
listing of our Vending Gear.
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